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the Yii way to paginate is via a model's pagination property. However, it's far from elegant and often used to
perform an operation - for example - on all items of the collection rather than just returning a page of results.
However, there is a way to do what you want... To paginate a collection you need to set up the relations of the
collection, then call the paginate() method on the collection itself. Supposing you have a collection of items with
an author relation, you could do: $collection =
Yii::app()->db->createCommand()->select('*')->from('book')->where('author_id=:author_id',
array(':author_id'=>3))->setOption('limit', 10)->getPagedResult(); (Note how this all happens inside the actual
query). After that you can page the collection and get the data for each page: $pager = new CDbPager('author',
$collection); $pager->pageSize = 2; $author = $pager->getItems(); Of course there are only two pages of data
returned, so page two is a duplicate of page one. But Yii will correctly handle the duplicates. 79a2804d6b
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